
Discussion

Emotionalizing news content can elicit elaborate
information processing and more knowledge about
political topics. However, we could only induce epistemic emotions
with our manipulation. Other modalities (e.g., AV news content) might be
more effective to induce emotions such as empathy (Lench et al., 2011).

Besides empathy, epistemic emotions are a
noteworthy predictor of eudaimonic entertainment
experience, extending the current state of knowledge
in entertainment research.

If employed in the right way, interactive elements of
online news can increase elaborate information
processing and eudaimonic entertainment experience,
contradicting previous research that found multimedia
interactivity to be obstructive for learning
(e.g., Sundar, 2000).
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Theoretical Background

International, radical decline in sales of print newspapers
(Barthel, 2019; Schröder, 2020)

Publishers compete for attention with more entertaining 
content in the online world

Consequently, journalists include emotionalizing 
elements in news reporting (Reinemann et al., 2012)

Is this harmful for deliberation of political topics and the
informed citizen?

In addition to often discussed escapist motives, 
entertainment consumption can also be driven by “truth-
seeking” motivations that prompt more elaborate forms of 
processing (The dual-process model of entertainment experience and 
motivated cognition; Bartsch & Schneider, 2014; also Schneider et al., 2021) 

Hypotheses

H1: If a newspaper article elicits readers’ empathy with
the persons portrayed in the article, the readers experience 
more eudaimonic entertainment compared to when they
feel less empathy.

H2: If a newspaper article simultaneously triggers the 
epistemic emotions of surprise, curiosity, and confusion,
the eudaimonic entertainment experience will be stronger 
compared to an emotionally neutral newspaper article.

H3: Higher eudaimonic entertainment experience of the 
readers is associated with (a) higher deliberation within,
(b) more information seeking, and (c) more knowledge
about the topic.

Method

3×1 between-subjects
online experiment

407 participants (after
exclusions, N = 372; 72% female;
Mage = 26.00; SDage = 8.91)

Measures:
- Epistemic Emotions

(Vogl et al., 2018)
- State Empathy (Shen, 2010)
- Entertainment Experience

(Schneider et al., 2019)
- Deliberation Within

(Weinmann, 2018)
- Information Seeking 

(Yang & Kahlor, 2013)
- Knowledge about the topic

(knowledge questions)

Manipulation:

Participants read a news article 
about one of two political topics 
(climate change; black lives 
matter movement)

Empathy: Articles emphasized 
human strokes of fate

Epistemic Emotions: Articles 
included quizzes to evoke
high confidence errors

Control: Articles conveyed facts 
about the given topic

Results

News 
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.45***

–.04
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.57***

.46***
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.56***
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.15**
Note. Structural equation model (N = 372) with standardized coefficients. Robust χ2 = 
526.46, df = 241, p < .001, χ2/df = 2.18, robust CFI = 0.921, robust RMSEA = 0.056, 90% 
CI of robust RMSEA [0.050, 0.063], SRMR = 0.076. Indirect effect of epistemic 
emotions treatment on eudaimonic entertainment experience via perceived epistemic 
emotions, γ = 0.58, p < .001, Monte Carlo simulated 95% CI [0.327, 0.885].

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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